In 2013 Budapest decided to reconsider its entire strategic planning process and develop a new transport development strategy guided by the European Commission’s Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) principles.

The new strategy, the Balázs Mór Plan, was developed and drafted by Budapest’s transport operator and - as set out in the SUMP concept - together with the public and other stakeholders. The new
The plan creates a solid framework within which upcoming projects will be prepared and implemented. The final document of strategic objectives and measures is expected to be adopted before end of 2015.

**Context**

With 1.74 million people - and 2.9 million in the larger urban area (2001) - Budapest is one of the largest cities in the European Union. The Centre for Budapest Transport (BKK) operates the public transport in the Budapest agglomeration, which consists of four metro lines, five suburban railway lines, 33 city tram lines, 15 trolleybus lines and 264 bus lines. In 2014 45 per cent of people used public transport; 35 per cent travelled by car; 18 per cent walked; and 2 per cent cycled.

In 2001 Budapest adopted a development plan for a city transport system, which was reviewed in 2009. In 2013 the city decided to reconsider the entire strategic planning process and develop a new transport development strategy for Budapest, the **Balázs Mór Plan** (BMT).

**In action**

As one of the first steps of the process of drafting its new plan, the BKK performed an analysis of mobility problems in Budapest, which allowed it to identify six key issues to be addressed:

1. A lack of infrastructure and transport vehicle maintenance and periodic renewals;
2. Inappropriate responses to a changing lifestyle and solutions to pollution;
3. Significant inadequacies in the network structure;
4. Fragmented developments without being integrated into a system;
5. Sectoral and sub-sectoral approaches and a lack of cooperation;
6. Fragmented regulations which impede complex solutions.

Then, through the experience gained in its involvement in the EU-funded CH4LLENGE project, which assists cities with four key elements of sustainable urban mobility planning (participation; cooperation; measure-identification; monitoring and evaluation), the BKK was able to develop a clear and focused plan that was followed the principles of the SUMP concept.

This included involving over 200 institutions (district, agglomeration and county local governments; professional and civic organisations; interest-based representative bodies and authorities) in professional and public discussions. The proposed changes that arose as part of this public consultation process, which started in June 2014 and which lasted a year, were approved by the city council in June 2015.

Although there are no legally defined models for SUMP institutional cooperation in Hungary, the BMT also contains a special section dedicated to regional and institutional cooperation. At the moment, the BMT contains general measures and does not yet include a common monitoring and evaluation framework. More detailed measures and a monitoring and evaluation framework will be drafted in the next phase. The final BMT document is expected to be approved before end of 2015, marking the completion of the first-half of the SUMP cycle.

**Results**
The main characteristics of the BMT are integration, efficiency, overall quality and sustainability. It is a strategic plan which is in strong accordance with related local, national and EU-level plans. It is the first transport development strategy of Budapest completed by the principles of sustainable urban mobility planning and the first transport development strategy for Budapest which went through a comprehensive public consultation. It is also the first integrated transport development strategy of Budapest which provides smart objectives for each transport mode which will be completed with an indicator, monitoring and evaluation system to measure the completion of the three strategic objectives of the plan: a liveable urban environment; safe, reliable and dynamic transport, and; three cooperative regional connections.

The BMT does not contain concrete projects, but it does contain an integrated package of measures in four areas of intervention related to the strategic objectives:

- **MORE CONNECTIONS** (integrated network development, liveable public spaces, Interoperable systems and comfortable intermodal nodes)
- **ATTRACTIVE VEHICLES** (comfortable and passenger friendly vehicles, environmentally friendly technologies)
- **BETTER SERVICES** (improving the quality of service level, active awareness raising)
- **EFFICIENT GOVERNANCE** (consistent regulations, regional cooperation)

### Challenges, opportunities and transferability

The BMT creates a solid framework within which upcoming projects will be prepared and implemented. It signals the introduction in Hungary of an urban transport strategic plan aimed at improving quality of urban life, and satisfying the mobility needs of the population and its enterprises.

The BMT is not the end but the start of a continuous process of project preparation and implementation, and the evaluation of the implemented projects - taking into account the experiences and impacts of the investments and using this in the preparation of the subsequent projects. It is a good example which can be a very useful source of inspiration for other cities for the first phase of the SUMP process.

### In Depth

- **BKK - Centre for Budapest Transport**
- **CH4LLENGE project**
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### Related Case Studies

- **Bremen: SUMP monitoring and evaluation champion (Germany)**
- **Thessaloniki: Sustainable urban mobility planning in times of crisis (Greece)**
- **Citizens’ involvement in neighbourhood mobility planning, Szentendre (Hungary)**
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